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Introduction

Media coverage of the Islamic State in Iraq and Syria (hereafter “Islamic State”)
frequently refers to the group’s violent and seemingly archaic justice system, which pur-
ports to be reinstating the seventh century institutions of the original caliphate. Such narratives tend to
fixate on the grotesque form that the violence takes—including decapitations, stonings, and im-
molations—without considering the institutional structures that enable it, or the broader function
that it serves in the Islamic State’s ambitious state-building project. This paper presents a comprehen-
sive overview of the legal institutions that the Islamic State uses to justify its violence and to legiti-
mize its claim to sovereignty over millions of people and tens of thousands of square miles of territory.

External observers of armed groups that engage in
terrorism often assume that such organizations are
entirely lawless. For example, the U.S. Department
of Defense defines terrorism as “the unlawful use of
violence or threat of violence … to instill fear and
coerce governments or societies in pursuit of goals
that are usually political.” But even though the ac-
tions of groups such as the Islamic State are plainly
unlawful from the perspective of the United States,
these groups often claim to be following the rules of
their own legal systems. In recent years, an emerging
literature on “rebel governance” has established that
many non-state armed groups in a variety of regional
contexts—including the FARC in Colombia, the
Mai Mai in the Democratic Republic of Congo, and
the Maoist insurgency in India, to name just a few—are much more rule-abiding and rule-creating
than was previously recognized. In the Middle East, Islamists insurgent groups including al-Qaeda, the
Taliban, and most recently the Islamic State have de-
veloped elaborate systems of governance and service
provision that challenge the sovereignty of the states
that they are attempting to replace.

Scholars have long noted that legal institutions
have played a critical role in the formation of modern
states by legitimizing violence, protecting
economic transactions and property rights, and
justifying taxation and military conscription.

1. I use “Islamic State” to refer to the group previously known as the Islamic State of Iraq (ISI, October 2006–April 2013), the Islamic State of Iraq and Sham (April 2013–June 2014), and the Islamic State or Caliphate (June 2014–present). I have chosen to use this term rather than alternative acronyms (ISIL, ISIS, IS, or Daesh) to mirror the group’s own self-appellation as “the Islamic State” (or “al-Dawla al-Islamiyya” in Arabic), following Cole Bunzel’s earlier paper in this series. See Cole Bunzel, “The Ideology of the Islamic State,” The Brookings Project on U.S. Relations with the Islamic World, no. 19, March 2015.
3. For a comprehensive overview of this field, see Ana Arjona, Nelson Kasfir, and Zachariah Mampilly (eds.), Rebel Governance in Civil War (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2015).
7. Drawing upon Nelson Kasfir’s definition of rebel organizations, I use the term “insurgent groups” to refer to “consciously coordinated groups whose members engage in protracted violence with the intention of gaining undisputed political control over all or a portion of a pre-existing state’s territory,” Kasfir, Nelson. “Rebel governance: Constructing a Field of Inquiry: Definitions, Scope, Patterns, Order, Causes” in Rebel Governance in Civil War, eds. Ana Arjona, Nelson Kasfir and Zachariah Mampilly (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2015), 24.
These functions are at the core of the social contract between a government and its people. More recent work in the field of rebel governance suggests that legal institutions are equally important for non-state actors that have state-like aspirations to govern people and territory. Observers of insurgencies in Afghanistan, Yemen, and Mali have noted that one of the first things that armed groups do when they take over new territory is establish courts and other legal institutions that seem to facilitate their control over people and land. The Islamic State is the most recent in a long line of insurgent groups—not only in the Middle East but also in the Americas, Africa, and Asia—that have attempted to establish a legal basis for their actions. Although the Islamic State’s system of governance is to a large extent shaped and constrained by its commitment to enforcing the body of Islamic law known as shari’a, its reliance on law to legitimate power and violence is hardly unique and is in fact consistent with patterns of state formation seen all over the world.

According to the Islamic State, violence is only legitimate when justified by law. For example, following its decision to immolate a captured Jordanian pilot in a cage—which many Muslim scholars, including an official of al-Qaeda in Yemen, condemned as “deviant”—the Islamic State defended the judgment in a detailed fatwa that rationalized death by fire as a form of retributive punishment that is equal in magnitude to the harms inflicted on civilians by airstrikes.

Part I provides a comprehensive overview of the Islamic State’s legal system, including its laws, police apparatus, courts, and prisons. Although this legal system is frequently characterized as medieval, the Islamic State’s courts routinely punish modern day offenses—for example, traffic violations—that were not present at the time of the original seventh century caliphate that the group claims to be emulating. Such examples illustrate how the Islamic State’s legal system has instrumentally supplemented the original text of the Quran with the modern rules and regulations that are needed to govern a twenty-first century state.

15. Shari’a refers to the body of divine law that is expressed primarily in the texts of the Quran and Sunnah (the opinions and example of the Prophet Muhammad).
Part II explains how the Islamic State uses its legal system to advance three state-building objectives: (1) establishing a legal basis for territorial sovereignty and expansion; (2) enforcing internal discipline within Islamic State’s own ranks; and (3) justifying taxation, which has become an increasingly important source of revenue for the group. The paper concludes with a discussion of two emerging vulnerabilities of the Islamic State’s legal system—its susceptibility to corruption and propensity for extra-legal violence—which are increasingly undermining its ability to obtain the trust and cooperation of civilians.
Scope and methodology

The scope of this paper is limited to the legal institutions created by the Islamic State in areas of Iraq and Syria. I exclude other areas in which the Islamic State is engaged in governance—notably Libya—because time and resource constraints did not allow me to conduct fieldwork there. Additionally, I have chosen to focus this paper on the Islamic State’s activities since April 2013, when the group’s leader, Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi, released an audio statement announcing its expansion into Syria and renamed the group the “Islamic State of Iraq and Syria.” Although the group has existed under different names and leaders since 2006, April 2013 is a logical starting point for this study because that was the point at which the Islamic State began to express unprecedented ambitions for territorial control and governance of Muslim lands beyond its original birthplace in Iraq. Importantly, one of the first moves that the Islamic State made after expanding into Syria was to establish courts that demanded exclusive jurisdiction—the authority to decide all legal disputes—in areas where rival armed groups were also operating judiciaries. The Islamic State’s concern for establishing a monopoly on the interpretation and enforcement of law is a reflection of the importance of courts in its state-building strategy.

This paper draws on three main sources of data: (1) interviews with 82 Syrians and Iraqis who have personally experienced Islamic State governance; (2) an original database of 279 punishments imposed on Iraqi and Syrian civilians by the Islamic State since April 2013; and (3) primary source documents produced by Islamic State institutions in the course of its governance activities. Interviewees were identified through snowball sampling—a research method in which an initial group of contacts facilitates subsequent introductions to their acquaintances. Seventy-five individuals were interviewed in the Turkish cities of Antakya, Gaziantep, Reyhanlı, and Şanlıurfa over three research trips in July 2015, November 2015, and March 2016. Seven others were interviewed at an IDP camp in Iraqi Kurdistan’s Dohuk Governorate during a research trip in January 2016. These interviewees have had a variety of different experiences with the Islamic State: all of them have lived in or traveled through Islamic State-controlled areas; 24 have paid taxes to the Islamic State; 18 have used an Islamic State court; seven have been arrested or imprisoned by the Islamic State; 19 have a relative who joined the Islamic State; and 11 provided some kind of service to Islamic State members—examples include a doctor who provided medical care for injured fighters and a graphic designer who created a logo for the Islamic State. Nine of the interviewees fought against the Islamic State with either the Free Syrian Army (FSA) or another armed group. Seven are former Islamic State fighters who defected and fled to Turkey. Additionally, I conducted online or phone interviews (for security reasons) with six self-identified Islamic State supporters and combatants who are currently living or fighting in the Syrian provinces of Raqqa and al-Furat and the Iraqi province of Anbar.

The database of criminal punishments administered by the Islamic State is based on evidence from the group’s own propaganda as well as independent media reports, human rights organizations, and Twitter users on the ground in Iraq and Syria. I include only punishments that are administered by

---

20. Research for this article was conducted under Yale Institutional Review Board (IRB) protocol IRB0016040. I conducted my own interviews primarily in Arabic over the course of four research trips to southeastern Turkey and Iraqi Kurdistan between July 2015 and March 2016. All interviewees are identified by pseudonyms to protect their safety. This paper relies heavily on Arabic primary sources. All translations (and any errors therein) are my own.
courts or police of the Islamic State. Acts of unofficial violence by individual Islamic State members are excluded. Additionally, the database is limited to punishments of civilians and it excludes punishments of combatants or prisoners of war. The unit of analysis is the number of punishments rather than the number of individuals, as a single individual may be punished for more than one crime at a time. At present, the database contains 279 instances of punishment in Islamic State-controlled areas of Iraq and Syria since April 2013. Although this is not a complete or representative sample, the data nonetheless suggests some noteworthy trends in the Islamic State’s treatment of civilians.

The paper also draws on primary source documents including photographs of court decisions, fatāwā (legal opinions) issued by the Islamic State, official policy statements, and codes of conduct. These documents were obtained from Twitter and other social media platforms, numerous Islamic State-affiliated websites, document-sharing websites such as justpaste.it, and the Iraqis and Syrians who were interviewed for this paper. In cases where I was uncertain about the authenticity of a document, I consulted other analysts as well as my interviewees. All documents cited in this paper are authentic to the best of my knowledge.
PART I

Structure and rules of the Islamic State’s legal system
In a region that has long been plagued by corruption, the Islamic State has attempted to ingratiate itself with civilians by claiming that its legal system is comparatively more legitimate and effective than the available alternatives. Syria and Iraq were both near the bottom of the Corruption Perceptions Index in 2015. In Syria, the regime of Bashar al-Assad has long used the country’s legal system—known for its unaccountable secret police and state security courts—as a tool to repress and punish political dissidents. Syrian interviewees who have been detained by both the al-Assad regime and the Islamic State say that the prisons of the former are just as inhumane—and sometimes even worse—than those of the latter. In Iraq, despite numerous legal and constitutional reforms since 2003, corruption remains pervasive within the police and judiciary. The former mayor of Mosul, Atheel al-Nujaifi, and Iraq’s most influential Shi’ite cleric, Grand Ayatollah Ali Sistani, have both publicly cited corruption as an important factor in the rise of the Islamic State.

In this context, it has been relatively easy for the Islamic State to make the case that its institutions are less corrupt than those of the Iraqi and Syrian governments or rival armed groups such as the FSA, which has also been accused of graft and mismanagement. An Islamic State supporter from Anbar Province said of the Iraqi government, “They are the best thieves in the world.” According to an article in the Islamic State’s official magazine, “Corruption, before an unavoidable fact of life in both Iraq and Syria, has been cut to virtually nil while crime rates have considerably tumbled.” Not only supporters of the Islamic State but also its opponents have acknowledged that the Islamic State’s legal system is generally more efficient and effective than the available alternatives. As one Syrian from Aleppo said, “Before the Islamic State, it was impossible to get through the day without paying five different bribes. The people were tired of corruption, and the Islamic State offered them a solution.” Another Syrian from Deir Ezzor said that while he disagreed with the ideology of the Islamic State, he had to admit that “its courts are fairer than the regime courts, and the judges are not influenced by wāstah [favoritism] or bribery.” A shop owner, also from Deir Ezzor, said that while he “hates” the Islamic State, he gave the group credit for being relatively more transparent than either the Syrian regime or rival armed groups in the area, such as the al-Qaeda affiliate Jabhat al-Nusra. “I hate Jabhat al-Nusra even more than I hate the Islamic State, because they do everything secretly. At least the Islamic State does everything in broad daylight,” he said. As these examples illustrate, some Syrians and Iraqis seem to prefer the legal system of the Islamic State to the available alternatives not because they agree with its ideology, but simply because they regard it as the lesser evil.

28. Interview with a self-identified Islamic State supporter from Anbar Province conducted online, February 17, 2016.
30. Interview with Samer, Şanlıurfa, November 2015.
Basic principles

The Islamic State’s legal system purports to strictly apply the divinely revealed body of Islamic law known as shari'a. Like al-Qaeda and other jihadist organizations, the Islamic State rejects the validity of positive law (qawānīn wādi‘yya), a term that legal scholars use to refer to the laws that are created by legislatures, courts, or other human institutions—as opposed to divine laws. The standard jihadist critique of positive law has been explained in great detail by the al-Qaeda-affiliated scholar Muhammad al-Maqdisi, who has argued that man-made laws are analogous to polytheistic idols and therefore violate tawhīd (the Islamic requirement of a monotheistic belief in God). According to al-Maqdisi, the “plurality of sources of legislation” found in modern constitutional democracies implies “the plurality of lords and gods served besides God” and therefore constitutes polytheism. Although the Islamic State disagrees with al-Qaeda on several ideological points—most notably the Islamic State’s decision to declare itself a caliphate, which al-Qaeda condemned as premature and disrespectful of the requirement for consultation with other jihadist groups—the two groups still agree on the fundamental invalidity of positive law.

The Islamic State regards shari’a as the only legitimate basis for governance. Official publications state that subjects of the Islamic State have an obligation to adjudicate their disputes “only according to the law of God by resorting to Islamic courts in the Islamic State.” When the Islamic State captured Raqqa and Mosul, it issued documents calling for “the release of the people from the rotten shackles of positive law,” among other prescriptions. Syrians and Iraqis interviewed for this paper reported that lawyers and judges are among the first people targeted by the Islamic State upon capturing a new area because they symbolize an illegitimate legal order. Numerous judges and lawyers have been executed by the Islamic State on charges of apostasy. A Syrian from Aleppo reported that the Islamic State court in his city bears a sign that states, “No dogs or lawyers allowed.”

In keeping with its rejection of positive law, the Islamic State has avoided codifying all but the most widely known Islamic legal rules. Although the Islamic State has published written guidelines for the punishment of hudūd crimes—those crimes for which the Quran explicitly defines a punishment—the group generally takes the position that there is no need to write down the rules of the shari'a because they have already been expressed in the primary texts of revelation. For this reason, the caliph is understood as a mere custodian of divine law, rather than a lawmaker himself.

---

37. See, for example, this Islamic State propaganda report on the execution of a Syrian lawyer who had worked in one of the state security courts of the Assad regime in Homs. Islamic State Media Office, “Photographic Report: Implementation of the Hadd Punishment on Three spies, One lawyer, and One Apostate Ismaili,” January 8, 2015, https://web.archive.org/web/20160530071604/http://1.bp.blogspot.com/-Tv8Nm1G1VxM/VBXdeYnHvpI/AAAAAAAAJi0/Tlt0hnxgVXE/s1600/proxy.jpg.
38. Interview with Yayha, Gaziantep, November 2015.
Despite the constraints of its ideology, the Islamic State’s leaders recognize that the 21st century caliphate is faced with governance challenges that could not have been anticipated at the time of the Prophet. In order to address modern-day problems such as traffic safety and automobile emissions, the Islamic State has needed to develop an Islamic legal basis for policies and regulations that cannot be traced back to the Quran or other accepted sources of divine law. To this end, the Islamic State has embraced the doctrine of *siyāsa shar‘iyya*, which translates loosely as “religiously legitimate governance.”

The doctrine, which is often associated with the medieval Islamic scholar Ibn Taymiyyah, implies a dualistic model of law and governance. First, it requires that *shari‘a* courts and judges apply Islamic legal rules in situations where the case or controversy in question can be decisively resolved by the text of the Quran or other accepted sources. Second, the doctrine acknowledges that these texts do not contain rules for every conceivable matter, and therefore it allows for religiously legitimate authorities appointed by the state—including market inspectors, military commanders, police officers, and the caliph himself—to issue law-like decisions that meet two necessary conditions: (1) those decisions must be issued with the welfare (*maslaha*) of the Muslim community in mind and (2) they must not be inconsistent with the divine rules of *shari‘a*. The resulting human interpretations of *shari‘a* are known as *fiqh*.

The doctrine of *siyāsa shar‘iyya* is not to be confused with the Western concept of “judicial independence,” which the Islamic State condemns as one of “six tenets of disbelief” associated with democracy (the other five being popular rule, peaceful alteration of power, separation of powers, human rights, and rule of law). The Islamic State allows judges to exercise independent judgment on questions and cases that are not explicitly addressed in the Quran and other sources of divine law only to the extent that their decisions are consistent with *shari‘a*. This doctrine is what has enabled the Islamic State to issue rules and regulations governing virtually every aspect of life in the caliphate—including commerce, healthcare, education, and military operations—which might otherwise be subject to accusations of *bid‘ah* (a forbidden “innovation”).

---

40. The Islamic State issues tickets for violations including driving without a license, speeding, and parking in prohibited areas. See for example, @Syriakm, “Daesh issues drivers licenses for motorcycles ... and fines for drivers who do not carry a license.” Tweet, January 18, 2015, https://web.archive.org/web/20160323192744/https://twitter.com/Syriakm/status/556777793982822401.

41. The Islamic State imposes fines on vehicles that fail to meet emissions standards. See, for example, @modwnatalraqqa, “Daesh imposes a monetary fine on the owners of cars carrying fuels that pollute the public roads unintentionally.” Tweet, June 9, 2014, https://web.archive.org/web/20160323192923/https://twitter.com/modwnatalraqqa/status/476128189065216000.


43. Ibn Taymiyyah, al-*Siyāsa al-Shar‘iyya* (Cairo, 1951).

Rules and regulations

Rellying on the siyāsa shar‘iyya doctrine described above, the Islamic State has created an array of rules and regulations to govern civilians, discipline its own officials and combatants, and control territory. Such regulations deal with matters that were not directly addressed by the Quran and other sources of shari’a, such as fines for traffic violations. The Islamic State claims that the rules are the same in all of the areas that it governs. An Iraqi civilian supporter of the Islamic State said that in all three of the provinces that he has visited—Anbar, al-Furat, and Salah ad-Din—“The rules are exactly the same.” However, critics of the Islamic State disagree. A Syrian civilian from Deir Ezzor said that the severity of the rules and the degree of enforcement may vary considerably between different provinces. Additionally, the rules often evolve over time—becoming harsher as the Islamic State consolidates control—and when there is a change in the leadership of a particular city or province.

In this section, I describe five main areas of regulation: rights and duties, behavior, property, trade, and warfare.

Rights and duties

The Islamic State has issued numerous documents specifying the rights and duties of its subjects, whom it usually refers to as an-Nās (“the people”) and less frequently as ri‘āya (literally, “the flock”). The group describes the act of bay’ah (pledging allegiance to the caliph) as a contract (‘aqd) based on reciprocal duties between the people and their leader. The terms of this contract are spelled out explicitly in so-called “documents of the city” (wathiqat al-madinah), which appear to be inspired by a constitution-like text allegedly drafted by the Prophet himself to govern the city of Medina in the year 622.

Documents bearing this title have been issued by the Islamic State in the Syrian city of Raqqa, the Iraqi cities of Mosul and Tikrit, and the Libyan city of Sirte. Ranging in length from 13 to 16 articles, these texts enumerate the obligations of the Islamic State to its subjects and vice versa.

In January 2016, the Islamic State issued a digital wathiqat al-madinah addressed to all residents of the caliphate. The preamble describes the docu-

46. Interview with Ibrahim, Online, February 2016.
47. Interviews with Bassel, Reyhanlı, November 2015 and March 2016.
49. See, for example, the official Islamic State textbook, al-Siyāsa al-Shar‘iyya (2015), https://azelin.files.wordpress.com/2015/10/the-islamic-state-sharc4abah-politics.pdf, 27.
50. Historians have reconstructed the “document of Medina,” sometimes translated as “constitution of Medina,” from secondary accounts, one of which has disaggregated the text into 47 articles. The Islamic State’s version bears little resemblance to the original, despite sharing the same title. Anver Emon, “Reflections on the Constitution of Medina,” UCLA Journal of Islamic and Near Eastern Law, Vol. 1 (2001–02), 103-133.
ment as a “contract” that “defines the shari’a principles and Islamic regulations by which the shepherd and the flock are bound.” The 13 articles of the document, excerpted below in Table 1, define a few very basic rights to which all subjects of the caliphate are entitled: (1) the right to justice and due process of law; (2) the right to security of persons and property; and (3) the right to public goods and services provided by the Islamic State. It also defines their duties: (1) a duty to fulfill obligations required by Islam, including abstention from alcohol and drugs, and (2) a duty of allegiance to the Islamic State. Although not mentioned in this document, other Islamic State publications imply that the caliph may be removed from power if he fails to fulfill his end of the bargain.\(^58\) Al-Baghdadi himself suggested in his first official speech as caliph that a leader’s failure to govern according to shari’a is grounds for impeachment: “If [the caliph] orders the people to fear Allah and he is just, then he is rewarded. And if he orders anything else, then he will be held accountable for that.”\(^59\)

---

### TABLE 1: Excerpts of the Islamic State’s “Document of the City”

| Art. 1 | “We [the Islamic State] bear responsibility for restoring the glories of the caliphate and obtaining retribution for the oppression and injustice suffered by ... our Muslim brothers.” |
| Art. 2 | “… We do not make accusations without evidence and proof ... We show mercy to a Muslim, unless he has apostatized or given aid to criminals.” |
| Art. 3 | “The people in the shadow of our rule are secure and safe ... Islamic governance guarantees to the ‘ri’aya’ their rights. The wronged will be given justice against a violator of his right ...” |
| Art. 4 | “We order that the funds that were under the control of the apostate government (public funds) must be returned to the public treasury under the authority of the caliph of the Muslims who bears responsibility for spending these funds in the maslaha [interest] of the Muslims. No one is permitted to reach out his hand to loot or steal ... or else be brought before the sharia judiciary ... Whoever steals private property in the form of money, furniture and [other] goods from a private place without doubt will have his hand cut off, and anyone who collaborates with armed gangs who engage in brigandage will be subject to ... deterrent punishments.” |
| Art. 5 | “Trafficking and dealing alcohol or drugs, or smoking, or other taboos, are prohibited.” |
| Art. 6 | “Mosques are the houses of God ... We urge all Muslims to build them and pray ...” |
| Art. 7 | “Beware of employment with the apostate government and the tawaghit ... He who repents of sin is not guilty of sin. To the apostates of the army and police and the rest of the unbelieving apparatus we say that the door of repentance is open to anyone who wants it, and we have designated specific places to receive those wishing to repent subject to conditions ... For those who insist on remaining apostate, there is no alternative but death ...” |
| Art. 8 | “Councils and associations and banners [bearing the names of other groups] are unacceptable.” |
| Art. 9 | “God commands that you join the society [the Islamic State] and renounce factions and strife ... Division is one of the traps of the devil ...” |
| Art. 10 | “Our opinion regarding ... polytheistic and pagan shrines is that of the Prophet [who prohibited them].” |
| Art. 11 | “To the virtuous and dignified women: ... Dress decently and in loose tunics and robes ... Do not leave the house except out of necessity ...” |
| Art. 12 | “[God commands that we] establish Islamic governance and ... release the people from the shackles of rotten positive laws ...” |
| Art. 13 | “We listen to the council of the small and the great and the free and the slave, and there is no difference among us between red and black, and we judge ourselves before others.” |

---

58. An official textbook of the Islamic State entitled, al-Siṣṣaṣa al-Shar‘iyya, states that it is forbidden to rebel against an unjust ruler unless there is consensus that the ruler has violated his obligations according to Islam (2015, 31–32).
60. Tawāghīt (plural of tāghūt) is a derogatory term used by the Islamic State and other Salafi-jihadist groups to denote idolatrous groups and usually refers to governments that rely on positive law (as opposed to divine law).
The right to justice is mentioned repeatedly in official statements and propaganda produced by the Islamic State. As one document from Raqqa states, “The Islamic State is just and there is no distinction between a soldier and a Muslim [civilian]. In the shari’a courts, all are held accountable and no one has immunity, just as the Prophet said he would cut off Fatimah’s hand [the Prophet’s daughter] if she stole.”61 The Islamic State also claims that its Muslim (male) subjects have the right to equal treatment before the law of God: “The people are as equal as the teeth of a comb. There is no difference between the rich and the poor and the strong and the weak. The holder of a right has redress, and the grievance of an injured party will be answered.”62 Although the rights of women are severely restricted in the caliphate—for example, women cannot travel outside of their homes unless accompanied by a male guardian known as a mahram63—they still have the right to appear before a shari’a court. According to a report issued by the Islamic State’s female police force, “A woman can go to the court and present her grievance with complete freedom, and she will find that [the judge] listens to her and guarantees her right without bargaining or bribes.”64

It must be noted that the rights listed above apply only to Muslims. Non-Muslim “People of the Book”65 (ahl al-kitab or dhimmi) are entitled to a more limited set of rights conditional on their acceptance of a jizyah contract, which is the security guarantee that Islamic states have historically offered to religious minorities in exchange for their payment of a special tax. Reports from Islamic State-controlled areas of Iraq indicate that the jizyah tax there is set at a rate of four gold dinars for the wealthy, two dinars for middle-income people, and one dinar for the poor.66 Christians are entitled to the protection of the Islamic State and limited freedom of worship in exchange for their payment of this tax and their compliance with various other rules stipulated by the jizyah contract. These rules include bans on the construction or repair of houses of worship, possession of weapons, trading or publicly consuming pork and wine, and engaging in religious rituals outside of their churches.67 Syrians from Raqqa confirmed that although many Christians fled when the Islamic State took control, those who chose to stay behind and accept the terms of the jizyah contract were not harmed—although the main church in Raqqa has been converted into an office for Islamic outreach and proselytism (known as da’wah).68

Although the Islamic State claims to tolerate Christians as minority subjects of the caliphate, adherents of non-Abrahamic faiths enjoy no such privileges. The Islamic State has developed legal justifications for the extermination of certain classes of non-Muslim minorities considered too deviant to be allowed to live in the absence of conversion. The Islamic State claims that, prior to the capture of Mount Sinjar in Iraq, its scholars conducted research on the Yazidis to determine whether they should legally be considered an unbelieving group “by origin” (asli) or one that was originally Muslim and only later apostatized.69 Ultimately, the Islamic State determined that the Yazidis were apostates by origin and therefore concluded, “Unlike the Jews and Christians, there was no room for jizyah payment … and [the Yazidis] can only be given an ultimatum to repent or face the sword.”70

As these examples illustrate, the Islamic State uses its legal system to articulate the duties and rights of the population that it seeks to govern. Although these rights are very limited (and nonexistent for certain classes of people such as the Yazidis), the Islamic State nonetheless sees itself as creating a kind of social contract based on reciprocal obligations between Muslims and the government of the caliphate.

**Behavior**

The Islamic State uses its legal system to regulate and control the behavior of the population in ways that support the group's ideological and military objectives. As mentioned above, the Islamic State has codified the few crimes that are specifically defined in the Quran (known as hadd crimes). An example of these guidelines, issued in the Syrian province of Aleppo in December 2014, is translated in Table 2. In addition to these fixed punishments for hadd crimes, the Islamic State also administers discretionary punishments known in Islamic legal terminology as ta’zir for misconduct that is not expressly prohibited by God. These lesser punishments may also be implemented in cases where a person has been accused of a hadd crime, but the evidence is insufficient for a conviction. For example, in the Iraqi city of Anah, a suspected thief was publicly whipped as a ta’zir punishment because the case did not meet the evidentiary requirements for the hadd punishment (cutting off a hand).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Crime</th>
<th>Punishment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Blasphemy of God</td>
<td>Death</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blasphemy of the Prophet</td>
<td>Death, even if the accused repents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blasphemy of Islam</td>
<td>Death</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adultery</td>
<td>Stoning until death if the adulterer was married and 100 lashes and exile if he or she were unmarried</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sodomy (homosexuality)</td>
<td>Death for the person committing the act, as well as for the one receiving it</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theft</td>
<td>Cutting off the hand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drinking alcohol</td>
<td>80 lashes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spying for the unbelievers</td>
<td>Death</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apostasy</td>
<td>Death</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hirābah (armed robbery)</td>
<td>1. Murder and theft: Death and crucifixion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Murder only: Death</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. Armed robbery: Cutting off the right hand and the left leg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4. Terrorizing the people: Exile</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 2: Hadd punishments

74. The Quran defines hirābah as a hadd offense perpetrated by “those who wage war against Allah and His Prophet and strive to spread disorder in the land” (Quran 5:53). However, the Quran leaves undefined the specific elements of the crime. As a result, hirābah is open to a range of interpretations. In practice, the term is often used to describe particularly egregious robberies involving violence. See M. Cherif Bassiouni, *The Shari’a and Islamic Criminal Justice in Time of War and Peace* (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2014), 138.
Based on an original database of 279 unique punishments imposed on Iraqi and Syrian civilians by the Islamic State since April 2013, I identify three general types of punishable offenses. These categories are illustrated with references to specific cases in footnotes below. First, the Islamic State punishes behavior that is perceived as threatening the state. This category includes espionage, treason, collaboration with enemies, corruption or embezzlement of public funds, and spreading disorder (hirābah). Many of these offenses are construed as acts of apostasy and are therefore punishable by death. Second, the Islamic State punishes crimes against religion or public morality. These include adultery, homosexuality, blasphemy, apostasy, pornography, witchcraft, and selling or consuming drugs, alcohol, or cigarettes. Third, the Islamic State punishes crimes or torts against particular individuals or society as a whole. These include theft, burglary, rape, highway robbery, battery, and murder. Table 3 illustrates the distribution of a sample of 279 punishments that the Islamic State has imposed on Iraqi and Syrian civilians for different types of offenses since April 2013. Theft was the most common offense (51 instances) followed by apostasy (43 instances) and adultery (33 instances).


In addition to rules regulating the behavior of its subjects, the Islamic State also issues rules designed to expand the population and socialize children with Islamic values. Such regulations include mandatory Islamic education through the ninth grade (girls and boys are educated in different schools) and prohibitions on the use of birth control. These rules are generally oriented toward increasing the population of the caliphate and producing obedient subjects who can be easily governed, taxed, and conscripted as fighters. The Islamic State’s legal system serves not only to control the behavior of its current citizens, but also to ensure the health and ideological conformity of its next generation.

**Property**

The Islamic State has issued a variety of rules governing the ownership and use of property and land. In an apparent attempt to restrain looting by its own members, the Islamic State enforces rules for the seizure of war booty, known in Islamic legal terminology as *ghanima* or *fay‘*, stating that fighters should take only what is necessary to advance the objectives of jihad. *Ghanima* refers to moveable property that has been forcibly taken from non-Muslims in the course of a military campaign, such as slaves and weapons. The Islamic State frequently refers to seized munitions as *ghanima*. For example, the term is used in the title of a propaganda document cataloging a stockpile of
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weapons seized north of Baghdad.98 The Quran implies that one-fifth (a quantity defined as “khums”) of ghanīma must be allocated to the state treasury (ḥayt al-mār).99 The remaining 80 percent of spoils may be distributed among the military commanders and fighters responsible for the victory. The Islamic State appears to have implemented the doctrine of khums. In Mosul, the group issued a document stating that it is entitled to collect one fifth of the ghanīma for its treasury.100 An Islamic State defector who previously fought for the group in Deir Ezzor confirmed that fighters pay taxes on any property that they acquire through battle.101

The related concept of fay’ refers to land or tribute acquired peacefully from unbelievers without a fight. Although there is an explicit Quranic basis for the khums tax on war booty (ghanīma), the Quran says much less about the taxes that have been developed to allocate the nonviolently acquired fay’ spoils, meaning that this is an area in which the Islamic State has relatively greater discretion to expropriate property and goods. For example, Islamic State jurists have interpreted scripture to allow for a 20 percent tax on fay’102—much higher than the 2.5 percent tax imposed on income (zakāt)—since the Quran is silent on the rate of fay’ taxation.

Perhaps in an attempt to legitimate its expropriation of land and other property, the Islamic State frequently claims to use its war booty to finance redistributive welfare policies. For example, the Islamic State has issued several propaganda reports and announcements claiming that the Islamic State is allocating ghanīma and fay’ to support orphans.103

Along with regulations on the seizure and ownership of land, the Islamic State also attempts to regulate the usage of land. One announcement from Deir Ezzor province in Syria prohibits fishermen from using electrical current, poison, or dynamite to kill fish, out of concern that such methods cause congenital defects in minnows and are also detrimental to the health of human consumers.104

These rules indicate the Islamic State’s concern for managing property and natural resources.

Trade

The Islamic State issues a variety of policies and rules to regulate trade and other economic activities in the territories it controls. Official publications make clear that the preferred vocation for subjects of the caliphate is jihad. Propaganda advises Muslims to earn a living “by performing jihād and then taking from the agriculture of his kāfir enemies, not by dedicating his life to agriculture like his enemies do.”105 Peaceful professions such as farming are looked down upon. However, in recognition of the reality that the caliphate’s economy cannot be sustained by jihad alone, the Islamic State has developed rules to justify and regulate labor and commerce. It requires fighters who “abandon jihad and work to improve their wealth and land” to pay zakāt taxes on their income and assets.106

Taxation is thus a justification for otherwise impermissible livelihoods.

99. Quran [8:41]: “And know that anything you obtain of war booty – then indeed, for Allah is one fifth of it and for the Messenger and for [his] near relatives and the orphans, the needy, and the [stranded] traveler …”
101. Interview with Abu Ammar, Şanlıurfa, March 2016.
106. Id.
**Zakāt** refers to a compulsory charitable contribution based on a percentage (traditionally 2.5 percent) of a Muslim’s total income and savings. In a video explaining the institution of zakāt, the Islamic State cites the Quran in describing eight areas of public spending for which zakāt funds may be allocated, which include: welfare for the poor who live in “absolute poverty”; proselytizing and outreach to potential converts; freeing Muslim slaves or liberating Muslim prisoners captured by enemies; and financing jihad. In addition to capital assets, zakāt can also be levied on other material possessions such as agricultural holdings and livestock. For example, a document from Aleppo refers to a zakāt tax on barley and wheat.

In addition to taxes on income, the Islamic State also intervenes in markets to set prices for housing rents, medications sold at pharmacies, and childbirth operations performed in its hospitals. It has even issued a fatwa requiring that the price of counterfeit goods be lower than the price of the authentic product. Merchants are punished when they tamper with scales in order to charge customers more than the purchased goods are actually worth.

Along with the taxes it imposes on commerce within the territory of the caliphate, the Islamic State also collects *'ushr*, an import-export tariff on cross-border trade that was first introduced by the Caliph Umar in the seventh century to counter similar taxes imposed on Muslims by neighboring states. Historically, a 10 percent *'ushr* tax was imposed on non-Muslim foreign traders, while Muslims and local non-Muslims were taxed at lower rates of 2.5 percent and 5 percent respectively. Photographs of tax receipts for imported goods suggest that the Islamic State is collecting *'ushr* taxes in a similar manner. As these examples illustrate, the Islamic State has developed numerous rules aimed at regulating the economy of the caliphate.

**Warfare**

The Islamic State has developed elaborate rules governing its military operations. The organization claims to follow Islamic laws of armed conflict, although al-Qaeda, Jabhat al-Nusra, and other jihadist groups have disputed its compliance with these rules. Although the United Nations has deemed the Islamic State to be in violation of bind-
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107. Quran [9:60]: “Zakāt expenditures are only for the poor and for the needy and for those employed to collect [zakāt] and for bringing hearts together [for Islam] and for freeing captives [or slaves] and for those in debt and for the cause of Allah and for the [stranded] traveler – an obligation [imposed] by Allah ...”


116. Photograph of a tax receipt issued to merchant driving from Jordan to Anbar province, https://pbs.twimg.com/media/B1iNqvKCMAAPdEh.jpg.

117. See, for example, the al-Qaeda-affiliated cleric Abu Muhammad Maqdisi’s statement proclaiming that the Islamic State has “deviated from the right path” by shedding the blood of innocents, confiscating their possessions, and targeting other Muslim and jihadist groups. Mohamed al-Najjar, “al-Maqdisi confirms the deviance of the organization of the Islamic State,” Al Jazeera, June 4, 2014, http://tinyurl.com/zejcbob.

The Islamic State has published guidelines, either as official fatwas or independent legal opinions authored by Islamic State-affiliated clerics, specifying the conditions under which enemy combatants may be targeted, tortured, mutilated or killed, as well as rules governing the ransom of non-Muslim hostages. A 136-page manual containing guidelines on the treatment of prisoners of war explains that torture is permissible as a retributive punishment for enemies of the Islamic State that have engaged in equivalent acts of torture. However, there are limits to this doctrine of retributive justice. Even if enemies of the Islamic State have raped Muslim women or men in the course of war, it is not permissible for fighters of the Islamic State to rape their Muslim prisoners of war in retaliation because God has absolutely prohibited this “sin” which so violates morality that “there is no excuse that can justify its commission.”

Among the measures that the Islamic State takes to control the behavior of combatants in warfare is the regulation and censorship of their communications. All subjects of the Islamic State, whether civilians or combatants, are officially prohibited from engaging in “independent efforts to publish written, audio, or visual releases in the name of the Islamic State on the Internet,” although in practice this rule is routinely ignored. Additionally, they are forbidden from communicating with journalists or media outlets except through the central media office of the Islamic State. The Islamic State imposes more specific restrictions on the communications of its fighters through, for example, a decree that prohibits combatants from publishing photographs of enemies killed in battle and a ban on using Apple products and other GPS-enabled devices over concerns that their electronic signals could be used to facilitate the targeting of airstrikes. The Islamic State also warns its fighters against disclosing sensitive information about military operations on the Internet. These regulations reflect the Islamic State’s concern for managing its public image not only in the eyes of its subjects but also of its international audience.

In addition to rules concerning the treatment of other combatants, the Islamic State also issues rules regulating the treatment of civilians traveling through conflict areas or captured in the course of military operations. The Islamic State has issued aman documents that purport to guarantee the safe passage of journalists and humanitarian workers seeking access to the areas it controls. In the early days of the Islamic State’s expansion, these documents were given out relatively
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129. Photograph of a security guarantee given to a German journalist, October 19, 2014, https://pbs.twimg.com/media/B6AAv-wEIQAE6Z0r.jpg.
freely by its courts. However, as Islamic State officials became increasingly paranoid, they began to expel all humanitarian groups with ties to foreign governments over concerns of espionage. The Islamic State has also kidnapped an employee of at least one group to whom it had previously guaranteed protection.130

The Islamic State applies different standards to civilian prisoners of war depending on their religious affiliation and claims that certain classes of kuffār (unbelievers)—meaning those who do not believe in Islam and refuse to convert—can lawfully be enslaved for the purposes of sexual exploitation or forced labor. Unlike Christians, who are tolerated as minority subjects of the caliphate, Yazidis and other groups designated as “original” (asli) unbelievers may be enslaved or killed unless they convert to Islam. This was how the Islamic State justified its execution of 5,000 Yazidi men and enslavement of up to 7,000 Yazidi women during its attack on Mount Sinjar in August 2014.131 Yazidis interviewed in northern Iraq reported that the Islamic State spared the lives of young boys, but only in order to send them to training camps where they were indoctrinated and eventually conscripted as fighters.132 The Islamic State has not published, to my knowledge, any detailed statements of the rules that govern the treatment of civilians who are coerced into performing military service or other types of forced labor. However, its rules governing sexual slavery are extensive and well-documented.

The Islamic State operates several official slave markets in Iraq and Syria, where slaves are sometimes sold for fixed prices and in other cases are auctioned off to the highest bidder. An official “price list” that surfaced in 2014 and has since been confirmed by the UN133 as authentic states that children under 9 years old cost $165, adolescent girls sell for $124, and women older than 20 cost even less. The Islamic State has repeatedly defended the legality of its slave trade and claims that the rules governing the treatment of slaves include certain limitations and safeguards to protect them from mistreatment, such as a prohibition on separating a mother from her young children.134 Another rule prohibiting sexual intercourse with pregnant slaves has apparently resulted in widespread forced abortions and dangerous forms of birth control.135 As with many of the Islamic State’s internal rules, high-ranking members appear to comply with these guidelines while lower-ranking members are more likely to disregard them, either due to ignorance of the rules or a belief that they are unlikely to be caught or punished for transgressions.136

The vast majority of women enslaved by the Islamic State are Yazidis from northern Iraq, but the rules also permit the enslavement of Jews and Christians. The Islamic State notes that scholars disagree over the permissibility of enslaving Muslim women who have apostasized. However, “consensus leans towards forbidding [the enslavement of apostates] and we lean towards accepting the consensus.”137

Technically, slave owners can legally free their slaves by obtaining an “emancipation certificate” from an Islamic court. One example from Iraq

130. According to humanitarian professionals working in Syria, the Islamic State initially granted humanitarian groups access to areas under its control, but has since expelled virtually all groups with ties to foreign governments over concerns of espionage. Rare exceptions have been made for NGOs providing vaccines for the Leishmania parasite. Interviews with Fathi, Gaziantep (March 2016) and James, Gaziantep (March 2016).
136. Id.
states, “A slave belonging to a *muhajir* [foreign fighter] from Libya is free; she has the same rights and duties as any Muslim.”\(^\text{138}\) Court-sanctioned emancipation appears to be the only legal pathway to freedom for slaves, as the Islamic State has punished members who attempt to sell back Yazidi slaves to their families.\(^\text{139}\) Although the Islamic State has become notorious for its harsh treatment of enemy combatants as well as prisoners of war, the group claims that these rules impose some limits on its violence.


\(^{139}\) @ajilinewsalassd, “The organization Daesh has detained one of its officials in the intelligence apparatus in the city of al-Tabqa in the suburbs of Raqqa on charges of selling a Yazidi slave to her family,” Tweet, August 17, 2015, https://web.archive.org/web/20160323003824/https://twitter.com/ajilinewsalassd/status/633295352766984192.
Law enforcement

The following sections describe the institutions that the Islamic State has developed to enforce the rules and regulations described above. The Islamic State possesses the same three features that are present in any modern legal system: (1) police, (2) courts, and (3) prisons.

Police

The Islamic State enforces its rules and regulations through two separate police units and a covert “security apparatus” (al-jihaz al-amni). One of the police forces, called the “Islamic police” (al-shurta al-Islamiyya), is responsible for ordinary law enforcement and public safety. Its responsibilities include conducting inspections at checkpoints and issuing tickets for traffic violations. According to official propaganda, this force contains legal specialists who report to a senior jurist (known as a shari‘i), who in turn serves as a direct link to judges in the courts. When dealing with interpersonal disputes, such jurists will first attempt to resolve the conflict through informal mediation, according to Syrians from areas controlled by the Islamic State. If mediation fails, the jurist can refer the dispute to a court.

The second police force is known as the hisba and it is a religious police force whose mandate is to “promote virtue and prevent vice to dry up sources of evil, prevent the manifestation of disobedience, and urge Muslims toward well-being.” Its activities include enforcing the prohibition on commercial activity during prayer time, responding to reports of drug or alcohol use, and destroying banned materials (including musical instruments, cigarettes, or polytheistic idols). The religious police are also responsible for investigating alleged violations of shari‘a and may refer more serious crimes to courts.

Courts

The Islamic State has established official courts in Syria, Iraq, and Libya, and proto-courts are reportedly operating in its North Sinai province as well as border areas of Lebanon. Although the Islamic State claims to control territory in parts of Algeria, Nigeria, and Yemen through its annexation of other jihadist groups (Jund al-Khilafah, Boko Haram, and Ansar al-Sharia) that have pledged allegiance, courts have not yet been established in these areas. But as the Islamic State begins to communicate instructions and guidance to its distant franchises, these groups may come under pressure to establish the kinds of legal and judicial institutions that characterize its governance in Syria and Iraq.

The Islamic State uses its courts as platforms to educate the public about the rules of its system. Judges announce verdicts in public squares, often through megaphones in front of a crowd of spectators.
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The Islamic State often involves civilians directly in the administration of punishments. For example, bystanders are invited to participate in the stoning of convicted adulterers. In *qisas* cases—a category of crimes for which *shari'a* permits the victim or victim’s family to exact a retributive punishment on the perpetrator—the Islamic State allows the *wali al-damm* to read the verdict, which is then implemented by the police. Another type of punishment in which civilians play a role is *tash'hir*, a shaming sanction in which the perpetrator is forced to stand in a public area wearing a sign describing his offense. As these examples illustrate, the Islamic State uses civilians as tools to communicate its rules—as well as the costs of violating them.

Information about the organization of the Islamic State’s judiciary is scarce, but Syrians familiar with the court system say that it contains at least three main branches: a division for complaints (*diwān al-mazālim*), including grievances against the Islamic State’s own public officials and combatants; Islamic courts, including a high court located in Mosul, which deals with violations of public laws and important matters of national security; and the Diwan al-Hisba, which adjudicates crimes or misconduct referred by the *hisba* police. There is some evidence of an appeals process. A Syrian from Raqqa described one property dispute that had been referred to the high court in Mosul after the local court in Raqqa was unable to compel a Libyan Islamic State fighter to vacate a house that he had unlawfully expropriated from a civilian. Another Syrian from Deir Ezzor said that when low-ranking judges encounter cases that are particularly complex or lack sufficient evidence to convict the defendant, they sometimes refer the case to a more experienced judge in order to reach a final decision.

The Islamic States regulates its judiciary through a top-down bureaucratic chain that starts with the *shari’a* council, a body that is headed by al-Baghdadi himself. Under the authority of the *shari’a* council, each *walī* (the governor of a regional administrative division called a *wilāyat*) oversees a *shari’a* deputy who in turn supervises the *wilāyat*-level *shari’a* commission. The *shari’a* commissions (hay’at al-*shari’a*) are responsible for overseeing local courts and judges. The Islamic State punishes and even executes its own judges when they deviate from its official position on legal questions. For example, one judge was removed from his post and put on trial for voicing opposition to the legal ruling justifying the immolation of a Jordanian pilot. Another judge “disappeared” in Deir Ezzor after he objected to the torture of prisoners. Still others have been executed on charges of treason and even witchcraft. In addition to punishing its own judges, the Islamic State has executed independent jurists who are not part of the official judiciary of the Islamic State when they issue unauthorized fatwas that are deemed too radical. For example, the Islamic State executed one such jurist after convicting him of
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149. *Wall al-damm* is literally translated as “guardian of blood” and refers to the victim’s next of kin.
153. Interview with Majd, Gaziantep, November 2015.
spreading fitna (strife or discord) by advocating excessive takfîr of other Muslim jihadists.\textsuperscript{160}

**Prisons**

The Islamic State operates numerous prisons in connection with its court system. Although precise statistics are not available, Amnesty International reported in December 2013 that the Islamic State was operating at least seven detention facilities in Raqqa and Aleppo provinces alone.\textsuperscript{162} One of the functions of these prisons, in addition to their obvious role in punishing deviants and dissidents, is to “rehabilitate” wrongdoers in anticipation of their eventual reintegration into society. The Islamic State employs clerics in prisons to visit with and educate the inmates.\textsuperscript{163} Syrians detained by the Islamic State reported that they were given lessons in correct prayer posture and denied release until they had memorized lengthy passages of Islamic scripture. Some of their illiterate cellmates were detained for months after the official completion of their sentences as they struggled to learn the required passages.\textsuperscript{164}

Although the Islamic State claims to guarantee certain rights for detainees, including a pre-trial detention limit of seven days before the accused person is entitled to a court hearing,\textsuperscript{165} reports of arbitrary arrests and torture in prisons are widespread. In some areas, civilians have staged protests to demand the release of detainees.\textsuperscript{166}

Syrians who have been detained by the Islamic State describe a bifurcated system with separate jails for political detainees and ordinary criminals. Conditions in ordinary prisons are reportedly much better. Inmates receive adequate rations, are permitted to receive visitors, and in some cases are allowed to watch television.\textsuperscript{167} Clerics regularly visit the inmates to provide religious education.

Conditions in some of the “political” prisons are reportedly much worse than in the ordinary prisons. Some former political prisoners interviewed for this study were subjected to solitary confinement in underground cells where they experienced electroshock torture.\textsuperscript{168} One former official from a city in Aleppo was subjected to particularly cruel and humiliating forms of abuse.\textsuperscript{169} These included hours of confinement in a chicken cage and suspension from the ceiling with his arms twisted behind his back in a technique known as shabeh (the Arabic word for “ghost”), which the Islamic State appears to have learned from the Syrian regime.\textsuperscript{170} Some political prisoners reported that they had received better treatment, however. A former high-ranking FSA officer who was detained in a political prison in Deir Ezzor offered a different assessment. Although he was not allowed to communicate with his family or anyone else outside of the prison, he described the food as “excellent” and reported that he was able to place an order each morning for dinner, and whatever he requested was prepared for him.\textsuperscript{171} These conflicting accounts suggest that conditions vary depending on the province, the personalities of different prison administrators, and the status of the detainees. The Islamic State appears to give preferential treatment to prisoners with significant military experience, possibly in the hope of recruiting them.

\textsuperscript{160} Takfîr is the practice of declaring someone to be an apostate and therefore a legitimate target for killing.


\textsuperscript{164} Interviews with Ghaith, Gaziantep (July 2015, November 2015).

\textsuperscript{165} Id.


\textsuperscript{167} Interviews with Ghaith, Gaziantep (July 2015, November 2015).

\textsuperscript{168} Interviews with Sayf, Gaziantep (July 2015); Ghaith, Gaziantep (July 2015); and Alaa, Gaziantep (November 2015).

\textsuperscript{169} Interview with Alaa, Gaziantep (November 2015).


\textsuperscript{171} Interview with Yusuf, Reyhanli (March 2016).
PART II

Three state-building functions of the Islamic State’s legal system
In this section, I describe how the Islamic State uses its legal system to advance three state-building objectives: (1) establishing a legal basis for territorial sovereignty and expansion; (2) enforcing internal discipline within Islamic State’s own ranks; and (3) justifying taxation, which has become an increasingly important source of revenue for the group.

1. Territorial sovereignty and expansion

Legal institutions make it easier for insurgent groups with state-building aspirations to capture and retain territory by legitimizing their claims to sovereignty, justifying the expropriation of the property and land of enemies, and building goodwill with civilians. First, the Islamic State purports to be reclaiming lands that were unlawfully expropriated from Muslims by Crusaders and colonial powers. The group has generated a vast amount of propaganda announcing the “end” of the Sykes-Picot order, including a video in which bulldozers literally demolish the border between Iraq and Syria. In order to destroy an existing world order based on man-made laws and institutions, the Islamic State must logically assert an alternative legal framework to fill the vacuum. It has done this by claiming that the caliphate is the only legitimate government on earth. According to the Islamic State, all Muslims have a divine obligation to live within its borders.

Second, the creation of a new legal framework for land ownership enables the Islamic State to claim that it has the authority to expropriate the property of anyone who subscribes to the laws of its enemies. As one propaganda article advertised to potential recruits, “Do not worry about money or accommodations for yourself and your family. There are plenty of homes and resources to cover you and your family.” As these examples illustrate, the Islamic State uses its legal system to justify the seizure and redistribution of property in ways that facilitate its territorial expansion.

Third, the Islamic State uses its legal system to build goodwill with communities that are desperate for order and security. Like any insurgent group, the Islamic State depends on the cooperation of civilians to capture and control new territory. One way to earn the trust (and fear) of civilians is by solving local problems and punishing troublemakers. As scholars of civil war have noted, conflict creates opportunities for looting, land grabs, and crime. The Islamic State’s aggressive prosecution of criminals and rapid resolution of disputes in previous-
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172. This secret agreement, made during World War I between the governments of the United Kingdom and France with Russian consent, defined their respective spheres of influence in the Middle East.
175. Interview with Bassel, Reyhanlı, March 2016.
179. Syrians estimated that crime rates had dropped between 70–90 percent in areas captured by the Islamic State. Interviews with Fares, Gaziantep (July 2015) and Faisal, Gaziantep (July 2015).
ly lawless areas is often welcomed by civilians, at least initially. One Syrian from Aleppo said that the crime rate in his city had fallen to “near zero” since the arrival of the Islamic State. “You can leave a cell phone on a table in a café, and it will still be there in a week, because everyone is afraid of the consequences of stealing.”

When the Islamic State captures a new city, one of its first moves is to open a court to enforce law and order. Judges play an almost ambassadorial role by communicating the Islamic State’s policies to the population and listening to local concerns and grievances. In some areas, the Islamic State has offered to dispatch judges to resolve disputes in rural areas where civilians cannot easily access its courts, which are primarily located in cities. The Islamic State uses its judges to project influence into areas that it does not yet control but hopes to eventually capture, such as the Lebanese border town of Arsal, where it operates a rudimentary court. In such areas, where the Islamic State has not yet established a monopoly on violence and lacks the law enforcement apparatus that is necessary to punish serious crimes, the role of the courts is generally limited to non-binding arbitration between parties who voluntarily submit their disputes for adjudication. At this stage, most of the cases involve land, business transactions, and other civil matters. Only later, once the Islamic State has established a strong police force and a surveillance apparatus that is capable of identifying and arresting criminals, do the courts begin to prosecute more serious offenses such as armed robbery and murder.

Many Syrians and Iraqis interviewed for this paper reported that the Islamic State earned the trust of residents of their towns and cities by rapidly resolving local disputes that would have taken years to litigate in Syrian or Iraqi courts. One Syrian from the city of al-Bab in Aleppo reported that his cousin joined the Islamic State after he was impressed by its speedy resolution of a land dispute for his aunt. Even though the court ultimately ruled against his aunt, the efficiency and professionalism of the process was more important to him than the outcome. Such examples suggest that courts facilitate the Islamic State’s territorial expansion both directly, by establishing its legal authority over previously contested lands, as well as indirectly by winning hearts and minds.

2. Internal control and discipline

A second state-building function of the Islamic State’s legal system is its role in enforcing the compliance and accountability of its own members. No government can establish itself as legitimate and sovereign without policing the behavior of the people who are responsible for implementing its policies. Failure to punish corruption is among the primary causes of public dissatisfaction with the current governments of Iraq and Syria. By punishing wrongdoers within its own ranks, the Islamic State is attempting to promote itself as a fairer and more accountable alternative to the status quo.

Toward this end, the Islamic State uses its legal system to discipline its own members—both civilian officials as well as combatants—for two types of violations: crimes against civilians (such as theft) as well as crimes against the state (such as embezzlement of public funds, abuse of power, or espionage). Political scientists have argued that courts often function as “fire alarms” by helping the ruling authorities to monitor the performance of their own bureaucracies and identify corrupt and incompetent officials. The legal system of the Islamic
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181. Interview with Omar, Gaziantep, November 2015.
State appears to be playing such a role. In some areas, the Islamic State has issued public statements urging civilians to report misconduct by its members. According to one report, the Islamic State placed a “complaints box” at a mosque in Mosul. The Islamic State has punished its own members for a variety of crimes including embezzlement of public funds, espionage, battery, murder, and trafficking contraband products such as cigarettes. Anecdotal reports from Syria and Iraq indicate that the Islamic State punishes its own members at least as often as it punishes civilians. For example, one Syrian who recently visited the Syrian city of al-Bukamal reported that “most of the people that ISIS has imprisoned are ISIS members themselves. The ISIS regime does not hesitate to punish its own members when they break the law. Even an ISIS emir was prosecuted and thrown in prison by the local governor when it was found that he had abused his power and assaulted innocent people.”

Some of the violations for which Islamic State members are punished are hadd crimes with fixed punishments, as discussed in Part I, while others are ta’zir offenses for which judges or hisba police have the discretion to independently decide an appropriate punishment. The Islamic State often uses ta’zir punishments to discipline misconduct that is not expressly prohibited by shari’a but nonetheless poses a threat to organizational cohesion or damages its public image in the eyes of civilians. In one such case, two Islamic State members were sentenced to a ta’zir punishment of lashing for beating a Muslim civilian without just cause. In the Iraqi city of Tikrit, an Islamic State military commander was reportedly sentenced to 99 lashes for raping a young girl. And in another case, an Islamic State emir in Aleppo was censured and dismissed from his position for mocking a mentally handicapped elderly man for insufficient knowledge of Islam. Islamic State members have been required to pay monetary compensation (known as diya) after causing property damage or physical injury to civilians. A Syrian from Deir Ezzor reported that the Islamic State provided monetary diya to the family of a man who was executed on charges of espionage and later exonerated—posthumously—after exculpatory evidence was brought to light.

One interpretation of these cases is that the Islamic State is genuinely committed to protecting civilians from harm by its own members. But another equally plausible interpretation is that the Islamic State selectively punishes its own members only when necessary to appease public demands for accountability. Interviews with Syrians from Islamic State-controlled areas provide more support for the latter. A Free Syrian Army fighter from Deir Ezzor said that the Islamic State generally only punishes its own members for misconduct against civilians when the incident has provoked sufficient outcry to become a reputational liability. In many cases, the Islamic State simply transfers misbehaving fighters or civilian officials to other provinces in lieu of punishment. A shopkeeper from Deir Ezzor echoed the same sentiment. He cited a particular case in which an Islamic State fighter repeatedly stole from civilians with seeming impunity. Only later, when the Islamic State began to suspect the man of spying for the regime, did they finally crack down by executing him. Evidence suggests that the Islamic State tends to tolerate low-level indiscipline and misconduct until it rises to the level of a public
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scandal and therefore necessitates punishment in order to satisfy demands for accountability.

3. Taxation

Oil was initially assumed to be one of the Islamic State’s primary sources of revenue along with bank robberies—although the veracity of a reported $400 million heist in Mosul has since been challenged.\(^\text{195}\) But over time, the estimated proportion of revenue that it derives from taxation has increased steadily and now dwarfs oil extraction by an estimated ratio of 6:1.\(^\text{196}\) Even in Deir Ezazor, which is the most oil-rich province in Syria, the Islamic State still obtains more than twice as much revenue from taxation as it does from oil.\(^\text{197}\)

As the Islamic State’s territory has grown, so has its tax base. But taxation is a risky strategy, particularly in war zones like Syria, where the local unemployment rate is estimated to be as high as 75 percent in some areas\(^\text{198}\) and residents cannot even afford to buy food, much less pay taxes.\(^\text{199}\) A potential problem for the Islamic State is that taxation is indistinguishable from extortion in the absence of a legal framework that justifies its imposition. The fine line between taxation and theft has been noted by the sociologist Charles Tilly, who famously analogized the process of state formation to “organized crime.”\(^\text{200}\) In an attempt to immunize itself against accusations of banditry, the Islamic State has used its legal system to legitimate and justify economic activities that might otherwise resemble theft. Courts and other legal institutions play an important role in enforcing the Islamic State’s tax policies. Photographs of tax receipts indicate that taxes are often paid at court buildings.\(^\text{201}\) Islamic State courts have also issued ultimata requiring that Christians either convert to Islam or pay the jizyah tax.\(^\text{202}\) Courts in Iraq have issued orders requiring Islamic State combatants to pay a 20 percent tax on war booty (khums) to the treasury, as required by shari’a.\(^\text{203}\) Additionally, the shari’a council in Raqqa (which is responsible for the supervision of the judiciary) has issued guidelines requiring farmers to donate a portion of their harvest as zakāt.\(^\text{204}\) These examples indicate that courts and judges are directly involved in administering and legitimizing the tax policies that are critical to financing the Islamic State’s governance and military operations.

---
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CONCLUSION

Vulnerabilities of the Islamic State’s legal system
The Islamic State’s claim to legitimacy rests heavily on two features of its legal system. First, the Islamic State claims that its own members and officials are bound by the rules of this system, and that none are above the law. Second, the Islamic State claims that all of its acts of violence are justified by law. Both of these assertions have become increasingly difficult to sustain in light of growing evidence that the Islamic State is not as rule-abiding as it purports to be. In conclusion, I highlight two emerging vulnerabilities of the Islamic State’s legal system that appear to be threatening the organization’s long-term sustainability and undermining its ability to win the trust and cooperation of civilians: (1) corruption and (2) extra-legal violence. I end with a discussion of the implications for counter-insurgency and recommendations for the eventual reintegration of populations currently governed by the Islamic State.

Corruption

Amid reports of a decline in foreign recruitment, an increase in defections and casualties, and falling oil revenues, the Islamic State is increasingly desperate for money and fighters. In order to shore up its dwindling ranks, the Islamic State appears to be lowering its standards for the quality and professionalism of new recruits in ways that may make the organization more vulnerable to corruption and other symptoms of indiscipline. For example, Islamic State recruiters appear to be targeting convicted criminals or fugitives seeking a fresh start in the caliphate. This trend is true of both foreign recruiting and domestic recruiting inside Iraq and Syria. Syrians from Aleppo and Deir Ezzor reported that Islamic State courts in their areas had granted amnesty and protection to criminals convicted by courts of the regime or other armed groups in exchange for their pledge of allegiance. One man from Deir Ezzor who had been detained for several months in an Islamic State prison there for his ties to the Free Syrian Army said that “any prisoners who were convicted of crimes under the former regime—even serious crimes such as murder—can be released immediately if they repent and pledge allegiance to the Islamic State.”

In addition to welcoming criminals into its ranks, the Islamic State has significantly abbreviated the training—both physical and ideological—that its fighters must undergo. The Islamic State initially required that all new recruits first enroll in Islamic educational courses known as dawrāt shari’a, which last from 30 to 45 days, followed by military boot camp for another 30 days. But after losing Sinjar to Kurdish forces backed by U.S. airstrikes in November 2015, the Islamic State drastically accelerated its recruitment process by eliminating military training altogether and requiring only a few days of Islamic education before sending new recruits into battle, according to defectors and deserters interviewed in Turkey. These courses play an important role in promoting ideological conformity and internal discipline. Fighters who lack such training are more prone to engage in corruption, looting, and other forms of misconduct. At the same time, the Islamic State’s rapid territorial expansion—due in large part to the annexation of even less disciplined groups such as Boko Haram—

---

has hindered the organization’s ability to monitor and control the behavior of lower-ranking members and fighters.

The Islamic State has staked its claim to legitimacy on its purported commitment to fairness and accountability, but as the organization begins to spin out of control, it is struggling to maintain its own high moral standards. Reports of corruption and misconduct by Islamic State members are becoming more common, particularly among lower-ranking fighters and officials who are taking advantage of the opportunity to steal from civilians with impunity. Even higher-ranking officials, who are supposedly responsible for enforcing internal discipline and accountability, are increasingly being accused of corruption. One Syrian from the province of Deir Ezzor said that an Islamic State military commander there was overseeing an illicit trade in cigarettes, which the group officially bans. Also in Deir Ezzor, an official in the local zakāt office reportedly embezzled an estimated one million Syrian pounds that had been earmarked for charity and fled to Turkey with the money. In another case in Raqqa, an Islamic State court sentenced a man and woman to death by stoning for committing the crime of adultery. The man’s sentence was later “canceled” after his tribe paid a sum of 10 million Syrian pounds in what appeared to be a case of bribery. Such reports undermine the Islamic State’s purported commitment to accountability and justice.

Extra-legal violence

The Islamic State has always claimed that there is an Islamic legal basis for every act of violence that it perpetrates. This claim, however, has become increasingly difficult to sustain amid growing awareness of the extent of extra-legal violence administered by the Islamic State’s covert security apparatus (al-jihaz al-amni). The role of the security apparatus is to identify, torture, and eliminate any suspected dissidents, spies, and defectors. Unlike the Islamic State’s ordinary justice system, which prides itself on the transparency and publicity of the legal justification for punishments, the security apparatus is a highly secretive institution without any of the due process guarantees that are available to the accused in the ordinary justice system—such as a seven-day limit on pre-trial detention and the right to appeal certain court decisions. Syrians and Iraqis—who have had decades of experience with unaccountable secret police under the al-Assad and Hussein regimes—are increasingly questioning the Islamic State’s supposed commitment to rule of law.

A growing number of the Islamic State’s own members—feeling discomfort with some of the group’s more extreme practices, including slavery and takfīr—are voting with their feet. A former fighter who recently defected from the Islamic State and fled to southern Turkey, where I interviewed him, said that he had decided to leave the group for several reasons. First, as a Syrian, he was paid less than his foreign counterparts who are considered more valuable to the organization because of their ideological zeal (foreign fighters are more likely to be assigned to suicide missions than Syrians) and because many are veteran jihadists with experience in Central Asia. Second, aside from the pay gap between Syrian and foreign fighters, salaries were declining across the board, consistent with a recent report that the Islamic State has cut the salaries of its fighters by as much as half. Third, he objected to a commander’s decision to send him to fight in Iraq. The defector felt that his grievances were with the Syrian regime and he wanted to continue fighting on his home turf. Fourth, and most importantly, the defector was alarmed by the Islamic State’s merciless execution of Syrian civilians, including friends from his hometown of Deir Ezzor. Other
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defectors and deserters interviewed in Turkey expressed similar grievances. As a growing number of disillusioned former members condemn the Islamic State’s violence as unlawful and un-Islamic, it will become increasingly difficult for the group to claim that it is a rule-abiding organization.

Policy implications

This paper has argued that legal institutions play an important role in the state-building project of the Islamic State. As such, they can play an equally important role in its unraveling. Counter-insurgency efforts in Iraq, Syria, and other areas controlled by the Islamic State should be designed to undermine the legitimacy of its institutions. Efforts should be made to publicize reports of corruption, misconduct, and arbitrary violence by members of the Islamic State in order to expose the organization’s internal contradictions and hypocrisies.

The eventual demise of the Islamic State is inevitable, but what happens next? As Iraqi and Kurdish forces recapture territory from the Islamic State, they face populations that are deeply skeptical of the ability of government institutions to provide justice, security, and basic services. The Iraqi government, and whatever government eventually emerges in post-war Syria, will need to overcome the widespread presumption that public officials are corrupt, predatory, and opportunistic. The Islamic State came to power largely by exploiting the weakness and illegitimacy of existing state institutions. It is only the most recent incarnation of a long tradition of extremism in Iraq and the Levant that flourishes in the shadow of states that have not earned the trust and respect of their citizens. In a survey of Iraqis conducted in 2012, only 4.8 percent of respondents said that they trusted the government “to a great extent,” whereas 30.2 percent said that they “absolutely do not trust it.” Although comparable statistics for Syria are not available, anecdotal evidence suggests that Syrians trust their government even less. As long as the structural conditions that enable violent extremism are still present, the remnants of the Islamic State—once it is inevitably defeated—will most likely reconstitute themselves in new forms or inspire successor groups with equally radical ambitions. Any long-term solution must involve a fundamental reorganization of political and legal institutions in Iraq and Syria in ways that promote legitimacy and rule of law.

Glossary

al-jihaz al-‘amni – The “security apparatus” of the Islamic State, analogous to secret police.

‘aqd – A contract or other legal transaction.

bay‘ah – An oath of allegiance to a leader or “caliph,” in the case of the Islamic State. In historical caliphates, the bay‘ah was understood as a governance contract in which the people’s loyalty is conditional on a leader’s performance of certain obligations.

bayt al-māl – A treasury or other financial institution responsible for managing taxes and government expenditures (literally “house of money”).

bid‘ah – Any innovation or modification of accepted religious belief or practice. The Islamic State forbids bid‘ah.

da‘wah – The word da‘wah (literally “making an invitation” or “calling”) refers to the proselytizing or preaching of Islam.

dawra sharī‘a – A religious course, typically 30 days long, that the Islamic State requires new recruits to take. Civilians who violate the Islamic State’s rules may also be required to take such classes.

Dīwān al-Mazālim – An office, often associated with a court, that receives complaints against government or military officials.

diyah – Financial compensation or “blood money” given to the victim of a crime or to the victim’s heirs.

fay‘ – A type of war booty consisting of land or tribute acquired peacefully from unbelievers without a fight.

fatwā (pl. fatwā) – An Islamic legal opinion given by a jurist or scholar in response to a question.

fiqh – The human interpretation of shar‘ī’a through jurisprudence to resolve questions not explicitly addressed in the Quran or other accepted sources of divine law.

ghanima – A type of war booty consisting of movable property that has been forcibly taken from non-Muslims in the course of a military campaign, such as slaves and weapons.

hirābah – The Quran defines hirābah as a hadd offense perpetrated by “those who wage war against Allah and His Prophet and strive to spread disorder in the land” (Quran 5:33). However, the Quran leaves undefined the specific elements of the crime. As a result, hirābah is open to a range of interpretations. In practice, the term is often used to describe particularly egregious robberies involving violence.

hisba – The religious police force of the Islamic State.

hadd (pl. hudūd) – Punishments that are mandated and fixed by God.


jihad – An Arabic word meaning “struggle” or “striving.” Jihad is often discussed as taking one of two forms. “Inner jihad” refers to a person’s individual struggle to avoid sinful behavior and live according to Islamic principles. “Outer jihad” refers to the defense of the Muslim community against aggression or attack by its enemies. The Islamic State and other extremist groups promote an offensive form of outer jihad.

jihadist – A person who advocates or participates in jihad.

jizyah – A per capita yearly tax historically levied by Islamic states on non-Muslim subjects, notably Christians.
kāfir (pl. kuffār) – An unbeliever who rejects Islam.

khums – The word *khums* (literally, “one fifth”) refers to a 20 percent tax on war booty that is described in Surah 8:41 of the Quran.

qawanin wad’iyya – Refers to positive law (man-made laws), as opposed to divine law.

qisās – A retributive punishment prescribed for crimes that cause death or physical injury, whether intentional or unintentional.

Quran – The central religious text of Islam, which Muslims believe to be a revelation from God. Muslims believe that the Quran was verbally revealed by God to the Prophet Muhammad over a period of 23 years beginning in 609 CE.

shari’a – the body of divine law that is expressed primarily in the texts of the Quran and Sunnah.

siyāsa shar‘iyya – A doctrine of Islamic statecraft that translates loosely as “religiously legitimate governance.”

Sunnah – The verbally transmitted record of the teachings, deeds and sayings of the Prophet Muhammad.

takfīr – The practice of declaring someone to be an apostate.

tawhīd – The Islamic requirement of a monotheistic belief in God.

tawba – An Arabic word meaning “a retreat” or “a return” that refers to the act of repenting after committing an act that is prohibited by God.

ta’zīr – Discretionary punishments for misconduct that is not expressly prohibited by God, or in cases that do not meet the strict evidentiary requirements for *hudūd* punishments.

wali – The administrative official who oversees a *wilāyat* (province), analogous to a governor.

wāståh – An Arabic word that refers to favoritism, nepotism, or the use of one’s social or familial network for personal benefit.

wathiqat al-madinah – A constitution-like document (literally, a “document of the city”) issued by the Islamic State laying out the rights and duties of its subjects, apparently inspired by the original Constitution of Medina drafted by the Muhammad shortly after his arrival in Medina in 622 CE.

wilāyat – An administrative division of the Islamic State that is analogous to a province.

zakāt – A compulsory charitable contribution based on a percentage (traditionally 2.5 percent) of a Muslim’s total income and savings.
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